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U.S. commercial crude stocks as percent of working storage capacity
Stocks minus pipeline fill and crude in transit by pipeline, barge, rail and ship from Alaska; weekly, 2012-2020
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U.S. commercial crude spare storage capacity
Total working storage capacity minus current stocks (excl pipeline fill and stocks in transit by pipeline, barge, rail and ship from Alaska)
Million bbl, weekly, 2012-2020
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Midwest crude stocks as percent of working storage capacity
Stocks minus pipeline fill and crude in transit by pipeline, barge, rail and ship from Alaska; weekly, 2012-2020
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U.S. Midwest commercial crude spare storage capacity

Total working storage capacity minus current stocks
(excl pipeline fill and stocks in transit by pipeline, barge, rail and ship from Alaska)
million bbl, weekly, 2012-2020
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Gulf Coast crude stocks as percent of working storage capacity
Stocks minus pipeline fill and crude in transit by pipeline, barge, rail and ship from Alaska; weekly, 2012-2020
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Gulf Coast commercial crude spare storage capacity
Total working storage capacity minus current stocks
(excl pipeline fill and crude in transit by pipeline, barge, rail and ship from Alaska)
million bbl, weekly, 2012-2020
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